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Abstract. Discrete groups of isometries provide a rich class of groups for detailed study
in an undergraduate course in abstract algebra. After developing some geometric tools, we
illustrate several important ideas from group theory via symmetry groups. In particular,
we consider conjugation, homomorphisms, normal and nonnormal subgroups, generators
and relations, quotient groups and direct and semidirect products. Understanding of these
topics can be enhanced using symmetries of frieze and wallpaper patterns. We describe
several examples in detail and indicate how other geometric investigations could be under-
taken. We also indicate how four commercial software packages (The Geometer’s Sketch-
pad, KaleidoTile, TesselMania and Kali) can be used to enhance students’ understanding.

1. Introduction

The history of group theory is closely tied to measuring the symmetry of some object.
Many popular algebra texts now include a section, chapter or collection of chapters that
emphasize this approach. See [2], [8] and [16] for typical modern treatments of the subject.
I believe the renewed interest in the origins of the subject stems (in part) from a shift in
the way we teach our undergraduates—there are more “hands-on” activities and computer
based projects than there were 5 years ago.

As a simple example of how symmetry operations can enhance understanding, consider
the following standard homework exercise (4.6 in [2]):

If x, y and xy all have order 2 in a group G, then show xy = yx.
This is very easy to prove directly, but a visual approach may be illuminating for students.
Consider the Euclidean plane and let x correspond to the operation of a reflection in the
x-axis and y correspond to a reflection in the y-axis. Then it is obvious to students that
the composition xy corresponds to a 180◦ rotation about the origin. Clearly x, y and xy all
have order 2; the conclusion that xy = yx now follows because 180◦ = −180◦ mod 360◦.

Although this approach does not lead to a formal proof of the exercise, it allows students
to visualize the exercise concretely. This can mean more to them than the traditional
symbol-pushing approach. It also may motivate them to discover other, related results on
their own. (For example, if every nonidentity element of a group has order 2, then the group
is abelian.)

2. Fundamental Properties of Isometries

We begin by reminding the reader of several basic results concerning isometries.

Definition 1. An isometry of Rn is a bijection that preserves distances. More precisely, f
is an isometry if, for any pair of points P and Q in Rn, d(P,Q) = d(f(P ), f(Q)).

It is worthwhile to explain to a class immediately why the set of all isometries forms a
group. The group of isometries of the plane is usually called the Euclidean group. Also,
one should have the students show that the four kinds of isometries of the plane satisfy
this definition, i.e., show that translation, rotation, reflection and glide reflection are all
isometries.
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Working in 1 dimension (instead of 2) can be a beneficial starting point for students.
It’s easier to visualize the isometries and it allows students to build some confidence and
intuition. In particular, it is a straightforward but useful exercise to prove that all isometries
f : R→ R have the form f(x) = ±x+ b, where b ∈ R.

A more important classification for the remainder of this paper concerns the isometries
of the plane. The next result is central.

Proposition 1.
A. Every isometry of the plane is either a translation, rotation, reflection or glide reflec-

tion.
B. Every isometry of the plane is the composition of at most three reflections.

Proofs of these two results can be found in [6]. Although it is probably not necessary
to present or have students develop careful proofs of this proposition in an algebra course,
I believe it is very important for students to develop geometric intuition by working with
isometries. One way to lead students to a discovery of the proposition (with or without a
careful proof as a goal) is to use the following exercise.

Exercise 1 (Isometry basics).
1. Given two congruent line segments AB and A′B′, use The Geometer’s Sketchpad to

construct many different isometries, each of which maps A �→ A′ and B �→ B′.
2. Show that there are only two distinct isometries that map A �→ A′ and B �→ B′.
3. Show that each of these two distinct isometries can be written as a product of at most

three reflections.
4. Now if f is any isometry of the plane, show that f is the product of at most three

reflections.
5. By investigating the various possibilities (either in The Geometer’s Sketchpad or by

hand), show that the composition of 0, 1, 2 or 3 reflections is always a translation,
rotation, reflection or glide reflection.

A few comments on this exercise are in order. Part 2 is believable for students using
The Geometer’s Sketchpad—different students may come up with isometries that appear
distinct, but by following the image of a scalene triangle under apparently different maps,
they are quickly convinced that there are only two possibilities. Further, part 4 follows
from parts 2 and 3 since any isometry f must map the line segment AB to the congruent
segment f(A)f(B), where A and B are any two distinct points in the plane.

It is now possible to ask students if various subsets of isometries form a group. This
involves checking the subsets for closure and inverses. As a sample, consider the following
example.

Exercise 2 (Group closure). For each of the following sets S of isometries of the plane,
determine whether or not S is a group.

1. S = {T | T is a translation}.
2. S = {R | R is a reflection}.
3. S consists of all translations and all rational rotations, i.e., rotations through angles

that are rational multiples of π.
4. S consists of all isometries that fix the origin.
5. S consists of all isometries that fix the x-axis.
6. S consists of all isometries that fix the x-axis or the y-axis.

Problems 4 and 5 are important when we classify the discrete groups that fix a point
(the cyclic and dihedral groups) and those that fix a line (the frieze groups). I like these
exercises because they use geometry to illustrate group closure. They also show students
that composing isometries is important, which is the point of the next section.
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3. Three Important Shortcuts

In order to attack serious questions involving groups, it is necessary to understand two
important group-theoretic operations as they relate to isometries: composition and conju-
gation. We begin by fixing notation for each of the four isometries of the plane:

1. Translation by a vector v: Tv
2. Rotation with center P through an angle θ: rP,θ
3. Reflection through a line l: Rl

4. Glide reflection along the fixed vector v: gv
We also fix a symbol for each of these four isometries. See Figure 1.

Translation Tv Rotation rP,θ Reflection Rl Glide reflection gv

Figure 1.

Given two isometries, how can we easily determine what isometry corresponds to their
composition? We now describe two shortcuts for determining the composition of two isome-
tries, both of which involve the homomorphic images of the isometries. Our first shortcut
is the observation that translations and rotations preserve sense, while reflections and glide
reflections reverse sense. More precisely, we make the following definition.

Definition 2. An isometry f is direct if it preserves right half planes, i.e., if L is a directed
line with right half plane H, then f(H) is the right half plane for the line f(L). Otherwise,
f is indirect.

Direct isometries are sometimes called sense-preserving, while indirect isometries are
sense-reversing or opposite. In Figure 2, the left-most drawing represents a right-half plane,
the center drawing is the image of this right-half plane under a direct isometry (in this case,
a rotation), and the right-most drawing is the image of the same right-half plane under
an indirect isometry (in this case, a reflection through a line perpendicular to the directed
line).

Right-half plane Direct isometry Indirect isometry

Figure 2.

We now state our first shortcut for composing isometries. The proof follows immediately
from the definition.

Proposition 2.
1. The composition of two direct isometries is direct.
2. The composition of a direct and an indirect isometry is indirect.
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∗ D I
D D I
I I D

Table 1. Composing direct and indirect symmetries

3. The composition of two indirect isometries is direct.

This cuts down on the possibilities for the students to check when composing isometries,
especially when used in conjunction with our next shortcut. The above proposition is
summarized in Table 1, where D stands for a direct isometry and I stands for an indirect
one.

Students recognize the similarity between this table and the multiplication table for Z2.
(See Exercise 9 in Chapter 1 of [8].) This suggests that a homomorphism is lurking in
the background (which, of course, it is). This can be a starting point for the topic of
homomorphisms, or simply an easy example.

Our second shortcut involves recording the effect a given isometry f has on a family of
parallel, directed lines. Let Lu denote the set of all lines parallel to a given unit vector u,
directed as u is. Clearly, this family is carried to another family of parallel, directed lines,
say Lw. Thus, while f itself may not map u to w, this isometry induces a map on unit
vectors, i.e., f induces a mapping of the unit circle to itself. (This time, the induced map
is the image of a homomorphism that sends the full Euclidean group to the isometries that
fix the unit circle. The kernel of this map is the normal subgroup of all translations.)

The two most important properties of this shortcut are summarized in the next proposi-
tion.

Proposition 3. Let f be a direct isometry, Lu denote a family of parallel, directed lines
and Lw be the image of Lu under f , where u and w are unit vectors.

1. f is a translation iff u = w.
2. If f is a rotation, then the angle between u and w is the angle of the rotation.

We now give an example of how these two shortcuts can be used to determine the com-
position of two isometries.

Proposition 4.
1. Tv rP,θ = rQ,θ for some point Q.
2. rP,θ1 rQ,θ2 = rR,θ1+θ2 for some point R, unless θ1 + θ2 is a multiple of 2π, in which

case rP,θ1 rQ,θ2 = Tv for some vector v.
3. Rl1Rl2 = rP,θ, unless l1 and l2 are parallel, in which case Rl1Rl2 = Tv.

Proof.
1. By shortcut 1, the composition of a translation and a rotation is a direct isometry.

But this composition does not fix a family of parallel, directed lines, so by shortcut 2,
TvrP,θ = rQ,θ for some point Q.

2. By shortcut 1, rP,θ1rQ,θ2 is direct. This composition will leave a family of parallel,
directed lines invariant iff θ1 + θ2 is a multiple of 2π. Proposition 3 now gives the
result.

3. Again, shortcut 1 tells us this composition is direct. The result now follows as in part
2.

We point out that the usual proofs of parts 1 and 2 of this proposition are much more
involved geometrically (although a geometric proof will determine the point Q in part 1
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and the point R in part 2). Part 3 is easy to prove directly. It is fun to demonstrate
part 3 with The Geometer’s Sketchpad. To do this, draw a scalene triangle and two lines.
By making the two lines mirrors, one can reflect the triangle in each line (and hide the
intermediate reflection if desired). Then the dynamic nature of the program allows one to
vary the angle between the two lines and watch the doubly reflected image of the triangle
move. Furthermore, the angular speed with which the triangle moves is twice the angular
speed of the mirror line. This leads to the conclusion that the angle of rotation is twice the
angle between the mirror lines. One can also repeat this experiment when the two lines are
parallel.

Our final shortcut involves conjugation of isometries and our symbols from Figure 1. We
omit the straightforward but long proof.

Proposition 5. Let f and g be isometries. Then the symbol for the isometry fgf−1 is
obtained by applying the isometry f to the symbol corresponding to g.

As an example of this result, let f = Rl and g = rP,θ, as in Figure 3. Then the conjugate
isometry Rl rP,θ R

−1
l is the rotation rP ′,−θ, where P ′ is the image of the point P when

reflected through the line l.

rP,θ Rl RlrP,θR
−1
l

Conjugation of a rotation by a reflection.
Figure 3.

Proposition 5 is very useful for determining if a given subgroup is normal. We conclude
this section with an entertaining application, due to Tom Brylawski (private communica-
tion).

Exercise 3. Let A,B and C be the vertices of a triangle T in the plane. Now perform the
following operations on T :

1. Rotate T 180◦ about A; call the resulting triangle T1, with vertices A1(= A), B1 and
C1.

2. Rotate T1 180◦ about B1; call the resulting triangle T2, with vertices A2, B2(= B1)
and C2.

3. Rotate T2 180◦ about C2; continue the labeling process as above.
4. Rotate T3 180◦ about A3.
5. Rotate T4 180◦ about B4.
6. Rotate T5 180◦ about C5.
Show that T6 = T , i.e., the triangle returns to its original position.

To do this exercise, we first let HP denote the 180◦ rotation (or half turn) about the
point P . Then the isometry represented by the first step above is simply HA. After 2
steps, the isometry is the composition HB1HA, using the usual right-to-left ordering on
composition. But HB1 = HAHBH

−1
A by our conjugation shortcut of Proposition 5. Thus
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HB1HA = (HAHBH
−1
A )HA = HAHB. The net effect of conjugation is that multiplication

has been reversed.
A similar argument shows that, after three steps, the isometry is given by the composition

HAHBHC . Now note that HAHBHC = HD for some point D, since this composition is
direct (by shortcut 1) and it reverses any family of parallel, directed lines (shortcut 2). Thus,
after 6 steps, the isometry is represented by (HD)2, which is the identity. This establishes
the result.

We remark that other proofs are possible here, but this is probably the quickest. Our
proof also makes use of all three of the shortcuts introduced in this section. It is a good
exercise to carry out the 6 steps of the exercise either by hand (with a triangle cut out of
paper) or via The Geometer’s Sketchpad. Students can then guess the answer before seeing
a proof.

4. Subgroups of Crystallographic Groups

We now illustrate several topics typically presented in a course that introduces groups.

Example 1 (Generators and relations). Let G be the symmetry group of an infinite strip
of V’s, i.e., the symmetry group of the pattern

· · · V V V V V V · · ·
This symmetry group, the infinite dihedral group D∞, is one of the seven frieze groups.
See [15] for a detailed presentation of these seven groups. This group is generated by two
adjacent vertical reflections, one that is halfway between two adjacent V’s and the other
that bisects a V. Call these reflections R1 and R2, respectively, as in Figure 4. The collection
of all lines of reflection divides the plane into a family of vertical, parallel strips. Note also
that the collection of all reflections in G fall into two conjugacy classes (by shortcut 3,
the conjugation rules). The reflections conjugate to R1 are precisely the reflections that
are halfway between adjacent V’s, while the reflections conjugate to R2 are the reflections
through the V’s.

2121 212 21 2 I 1 12 121 1212 12121

R2 R1

Figure 4.

Now label the strip between the two parallel lines corresponding to R1 and R2 with the
identity I, and we call this the fundamental region. Then we can label each strip uniquely
as follows: Let S be a vertical strip between adjacent reflections and assume inductively
that the strips between I and S have already been labeled. Assume S is to the right of I
and let S′ denote the strip that borders S on the left. (If S is to the left of I, let S′ denote
the strip bordering S on the right.) Let w be the label for S′ and let R′ be the reflection
corresponding to the border between S′ and S. Then label S by Riw, where i = 1 or 2
depending on whether R′ is conjugate to R1 or R2. (This reversed multiplication stems from
our conjugation rules—see Example 3.) In Figure 4, we write 1 for R1, 121 for R1R2R1,
and so on.

This gives a labeling of each strip with some word of alternating R1’s and R2’s. This
approach, which is dual (in the graph theoretic sense) to the Cayley graph of the group,
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is called the dihedral kaleidoscope and is presented for many reflection groups in Coxeter’s
classic [7].

We now use this example to illustrate several topics. The same analysis can be used on
more complicated symmetry groups (e.g., the wallpaper groups). The payoff for working
through harder examples is a deeper understanding of the topics involved. We concentrate
on our simple example here to illustrate the main ideas; if some students or a class be-
comes especially interested in this approach, then it might be worthwhile to explore deeper
examples.

Topic 1 (Generators and relations). The correspondence between the regions of Figure 4
and the words of D∞ shows that the reflections R1 and R2 generate D∞. The relations
R2

1 = R2
2 = I follow from the simple fact that when one crosses the line from region I to

region R1, say, and then crosses the line back again to I, one’s path corresponds to the word
R2

1, but the region occupied is I. This makes use of the fact that our region labeling scheme
could easily be extended to paths from region I to any other region. Thus two paths that
begin in the same region and end in the same region must correspond to the same word
in G. The “straight-line” or “light-ray” path will give a shortest or reduced word for the
region. Longer paths that wind back and forth will give words that can be reduced via the
relations to the shortest word.

Topic 2 (Normal subgroups, cosets, quotient groups). There are several ways to find nor-
mal subgroups of D∞. By our conjugation rules, the set of all translations in D∞ is a
normal subgroup. (Note that conjugating a translation T by either of the generators R1 or
R2 yields T−1. Thus the set of translations is invariant under conjugation.)

This gives two cosets in D∞, T and R1T , where T is the normal subgroup of translations.
The coset T corresponds to all regions with labels using an even number of reflections (as
these are precisely the translations), while the coset R1T corresponds to all regions whose
labels use an odd number of reflections.

Since there are only 2 cosets, the quotient group is Z2. To see this via the generators and
relations, note that modding out by all translations forces R1R2 = I in the quotient group.
No additional new relations are forced, since R1R2 generates T . Thus,

D∞/T = 〈R1, R2 | R2
1 = R2

2 = R1R2 = I〉.
This easily reduces to 〈R | R2 = I〉.

Other subgroups of translations are also normal subgroups of D∞. For example, if H
is the subgroup generated by T 5, where T = R1R2 is the shortest translation, then H is
normal (by our conjugation rules) and D∞/H has presentation

D∞/H = 〈R1, R2 | R2
1 = R2

2 = (R1R2)5 = I〉.
This is a standard presentation for the dihedral group D5. This procedure is entirely anal-
ogous to the usual way quotient groups are used to obtain Z5 from Z. It is an entertaining
exercise to color the regions of Figure 4 with 10 colors corresponding to the 10 cosets
generated.

To see how a nonnormal subgroup can be generated, let H be the subgroup generated
by R1R2R1 and R2R1R2. This subgroup will include every third reflection (as well as
translations of the form T 3k, where T = R1R2 is the shortest translation as before). Note
that H ∼= D∞ since H is generated by two parallel reflections. Then H is not normal—R1

is clearly conjugate to R2R1R2, but R1 /∈ H.
In spite of this nonnormality, we can still attempt the coset coloring mentioned above.

Then we get the left cosets H,R1H and R2H. This induces the left coset coloring of Figure
5, where each region in a given coset is shaded the same.
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I

I

Row one—Left coset coloring
Row two—Right coset coloring

Figure 5.

In the same way, we can shade the regions using the right cosets H,HR1 and HR2. These
cosets do not coincide with the left cosets because H is not normal. This nonnormality is
reflected in the coloring—the right coset coloring does not match the left coset coloring.

We conclude by considering direct and semidirect products of groups. Our geometric
examples for these topics again involve the frieze groups.

Example 2. Let G be the symmetry group for the pattern
· · · H H H H H H · · ·

Then G is generated by two vertical reflections R1 and R2, as before, together with one
horizontal reflection Rh. The collection of all vertical lines of reflection with the horizontal
line partitions the plane into regions, as in Figure 4. Our labeling scheme again gives
shortest words for each region and the fact that the line corresponding to Rh is orthogonal
to both of the lines for R1 and R2 means that Rh commutes with both R1 and R2. Thus,
we get the presentation

G = 〈R1, R2, Rh | R2
1 = R2

2 = R2
h = RhR1RhR1 = RhR2RhR2 = I〉

Topic 3 (Direct product). The presentation for the group G from Example 2 shows Rh

commutes with the other generators. Thus G is a direct product of the normal subgroup
generated by R1 and R2 (which is isomorphic to D∞) and the normal subgroup generated
by Rh (which is isomorphic to the dihedral group generated by a single reflection, D1).
Thus

G ∼= D∞ ×D1.

We conclude this section with another frieze group that has a semidirect product decom-
position.

Example 3. This time, let G be the symmetry group for the following pattern:
· · · ∪ ∩ ∪ ∩ ∪ ∩ · · ·

Then G contains vertical reflections (through the union and intersection symbols), half
turns (half way in between the symbols) and horizontal glide reflections (and, of course,
translations). If R is a reflection and H is a half-turn, then RH is a glide reflection. (To
see this, note RH is indirect by shortcut 1, so RH is either a reflection or a glide reflection.
If RH = R′ for some reflection R′, then RR′ = H. But RR′ is a translation since R and
R′ are parallel reflections. Thus RH = g for some glide reflection g.) If R is a vertical
reflection and H a half-turn whose center is as close as possible to the line corresponding
to R, we get the following presentation for G:

G = 〈R,H | R2 = H2 = I〉.
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Thus G ∼= D∞. (In fact the seven frieze groups fall into only four isomorphism classes:
C∞, C∞ ×D1, D∞, D∞ ×D1.)

Topic 4 (Semidirect products). Let G be the symmetry group in Example 3 and let N be
the normal subgroup of G generated by all vertical reflections. Then N ∼= D∞. Let R1

and R2 be adjacent vertical reflections and H the half-turn between these reflections. Then
HR1H = R2, i.e., conjugation by H interchanges the generators of N . Then G/N = 〈H |
H2 = I〉 ∼= D1. Let M = {I,H} be the (nonnormal) subgroup generated by H. This gives
the semidirect product decomposition

G ∼= N oM.

5. Conclusion

Almost all of the topics typically encountered in an introductory group theory course
can be illustrated with symmetry groups. This is an engaging approach for many students
because they see a connection between two areas (group theory and geometry) and get to
try out their group theory ideas in a different setting. In addition, the patterns we study are
taken from different cultures and times. For example, some of the most beautiful patterns
are found in the Alhambra, the fourteenth century Moorish palace in Granada. It was
after his trips to this palace in the 1920’s and 1930’s that Dutch artist M. C. Escher made
a detailed study of the possible repeating patterns and developed his own classification
scheme for them. See [18] for more information on Escher.

Many computer programs are available to illustrate these ideas. The Geometer’s Sketch-
pad [13] is very easy to use and allows the user to define any of the standard isometries
(translation, reflection and rotation). TesselMania [14] allows one to create one’s own re-
peating patterns, and Kali [9] allows one to select an isometry group and then draw a picture
that has the selected group as its symmetry group. KaleidoTile [10] allows visualization
of a symmetry group generated by reflections, including hyperbolic groups and the finite
symmetry groups in three dimensions. Links to each of these pieces of software are available
from my page at this volume’s web site. (See the appendix for details.)

Some suggestions for specific projects appear in [11], while [19] includes several computer-
based projects for an algebra class. The bibliography also includes many interesting re-
sources not explicitly referred to in the body of this paper.
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